RICE UNIVERSITY MEDIA EVENT PUBLICATION AGREEMENT
This agreement is made between _____________________________________________ (“Presenter”)
(Printed Name)
and Rice University (“Rice”) regarding publication of Presenter’s presentation on _____________
(Date)
Event or presentation title: _____________________________________________________________
Rice seeks to share the insights provided by distinguished speakers and presenters. Events that are recorded
at Rice University become cherished memories of a person or persons who presented a current perspective
at the time of the presentation. We seek your permission to record, archive, replay and otherwise share your
event with future generations.
1. Rice and the Presenter hereby acknowledge and agree that Presenter owns the copyright of the original
Work to be published in Rice’s media archives and that Rice owns the copyright to the recorded
presentation of the Work in Rice’s media archives, both physical and electronic forms.
2. Presenter hereby acknowledges and agrees that Rice shall have the right to edit the Work to conform to
Rice’s standard media formats, and that editing to add sound effects, special effects, music and titles may
be done to recordings.
3. Presenter represents and warrants that the Work is original to Presenter and does not infringe upon any
copyright, proprietary right, or any other right whatsoever of any party and that Presenter owns the
copyright to the Work and has made no agreements inconsistent with the rights being granted in this
Publication Agreement. Further, the Presenter states that cited information in the Work, written permission
has been obtained by the Presenter, or that the Presenter, in good faith, believes that the cited material is
usable under fair use. Presenter represents and warrants that to the best of the Presenter’s knowledge the
Work contains no matter that is scandalous, obscene, or libelous or otherwise contrary to law. Presenter
agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Rice against any and all claims, suits and/or judgments,
including costs, expenses, damages, and legal fees based upon publication of the Work by Rice and/or by
reason of a breach of any of the foregoing warranties.
4. Presenter acknowledges that Rice does not pay an honorarium or royalties for presentations published in
Rice’s media archives, but Rice University shall provide Presenter with free access to the recordings of the
Work.
5. Presenter hereby acknowledges and agrees that Rice has the right to make the Work available in physical
and electronic form through Rice’s media services, including mounting a copy of the Work on Rice’s
media servers where the Work may be copied, downloaded and/or printed by persons accessing the servers,
and grants permission for the Work to be used and distributed for educational, teaching and/or research
purposes without seeking further Presenter approval.

Presenter: ______________________________________________________ Date: ______________
(Signature)
Please return to:
Rice University Media Services - MS 119 | 6100 Main Street | Houston, TX 77005
Fax 713-348-6099 | Phone 713-348-2303 | avcoord@rice.edu | http://edtech.rice.edu
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